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ABSTRACT 

Biomaterial implantation induces the foreign body response (FBR), which involves 

a series of chemical signaling processes and multiple bioactive agents working 

synergistically.  Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are important modulators in the FBR.  

An effective assay for in vivo MMPs detection is still limited.  The aim of this 

dissertation is to develop a method for in situ detection of multiple MMPs activity that 

can be applied in vivo during the FBR. 

The method developed in this research employs the application of microdialysis 

sampling coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) detection.  Passive diffusion of analytes 

through the semi-permeable membrane allows simultaneous delivery and recovery of 

analytes of interest.  The peptide substrates were delivered out of the probe and reacted 

with the active enzymes outside the probe.  The products formed were recovered and 

detected in the dialysate, which allows the localized MMPs activity to be determined.  

MS was employed for dialysate analysis to achieve the multiplexed assay format.  

An in situ and multi-substrate detection of elastase enzymatic activity external to 

microdialysis sampling probe was first achieved by using LC-ESI-MS.  The assay 

scheme was also applied in a multiple proteases system, using trypsin, chymotrypsin and 

elastase as model.  The results indicate that the substrate extraction efficiency (EE) is not 

sensitive enough for the enzyme activity change outside the probe, while the specific 

formation of product in the dialysate could be used as a better marker to monitor the 

enzyme activity. 

Further research focused on developing the multiplexed detection of MMP-1, -2/-9 

activity in vitro and in vivo using long-term implanted microdialysis probe combined 

with LC/MS/MS detection.  The formation of products in the dialysate can be used to 

effectively monitor the presence of active MMPs.  Complete inhibition was achieved in 

vitro by the inhibitor, while much less inhibition was achieved in the in vivo 

environment.  Zymography validated the presence of active MMPs outside the probe, 

but not in the tissue far away from the implant.  Though still in the early stage, the 

method developed in this dissertation opens a new way for in vivo multiplexed MMPs 

activity detection, which can allow a more integrated understanding of the multifaceted 

series of reactions during FBR. 


